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Dear Sir/ Madam, 
 

B1456 Chelmondiston / Shotley – Surface Dressing – Resurfacing Works – 14-18 June 2019 
 
Following recent road repair works, we will be returning to the locations below to carry out 

surface dressing. This is necessary to stop further deterioration and improve the road surface. 

 
B1456 Shotley Road, Chelmondiston – entire Length 

B1456 Road Between Chelmondiston/4115 and Erwarton Walk – entire Length 

B1456 The Street, Shotley - From Erwarton Walk to Gayford Terrace 

 

The work is planned to take place in in the period between Friday 14 June and Tuesday 18 June 

2019. The work will take place in up to 2 phases, between 4am - 6.30am and 9.30am - 3.30pm, 

this is to minimise disruption to the traveling public during the morning rush hour. 

 

As surface dressing is weather dependant a further notification leaflet will be dropped to 

residents prior to works starting at each location. The leaflet will confirm the exact start date in 

the period stated so that vehicles can be moved from the carriageway in advance. It will also 

provide more information about how the works will be carried out. 

 

On-street parking will be unavailable from 4am until 3.30pm on each day of the works. 

Please find an alternative place to park during this time or on the evening before the 

works start. 

 

The roads will be temporarily closed to through traffic for the duration of the works. Access to 

properties and businesses will be available but controlled by staff on site. Please speak to one 

of our staff who will provide access as soon as it is safe to do so. Access for emergency 

services will be maintained at all times. 

 
During the period of the closure, traffic will be diverted via:  Shotley Road, Road from 

Holbrook to Shotley, Queens Road, Shop Corner, Knights Farm Lane, C411 from 4113 to C410, 

The Street, Holbrook Road, Harkstead Road, Fir Tree Hill, Fishpond Lane, B1080, B1456 and vice 

versa 

 

These temporary traffic management measures are required to allow the works to be carried out 

safely and in accordance with current health and safety guidelines. Please see the information 

over the page for more details of how access to your property will be affected by the works, as 

well as other frequently asked questions. If you have any other questions about the work, please 

call us on: 0345 606 6171. 

 

Once we have completed the works, it would be helpful if you could take a few moments to 

complete a short survey at www.suffolk.gov.uk/suffolk-highways-survey. Your answers will help us 

improve our service in the future. 

 
Yours faithfully 

Suffolk Highways 

http://www.suffolk.gov.uk/suffolk-highways-survey


Frequently asked questions: 
 

You have said that my road will be closed. Will I still be able to get in and out of my 
property? 
Yes, the majority of the time you will be able to. When the road is closed, staff on site will be able 
to make sure that you can get through safely. 
If we are working directly outside your property, we will do everything we can to make sure that you 
still get in when you want to. However, if, for example we are digging up the road or path right 
outside your property, there may be periods of around 15-20 minutes when you may temporarily 
not be able to get in or out. 

 

What about access for other services including emergency services? 
We notify the emergency services, local bus operators and councils for bin collections. If an 
emergency vehicle needs to get in, access would immediately be made available. 

 

I run a business – how will people know if it is open? 
We know it’s important customers are aware businesses are open, so where appropriate we will 
put up notices or display signs saying ‘Businesses open as usual’. 

 

Will the works be noisy? 
The nature of roadworks and the equipment that we use, means that works can be noisy. We will 
do everything we can to keep noise to the minimum possible. 

 

Will works definitely start on the date in your letter? 
We plan roadworks in advance, so to take into account bad weather or other delays, we give dates 
that cover the range of days that we could be on site (with a few extra days planned in just in 
case). If we need to make major changes to the dates of works, we will let you know and update 
the information boards on sites. 

 
Why is there a long diversion in place? 
When we close a road and put a diversion in place, it needs to be a route that can be accessed by 
all shapes and sizes of vehicles. We make the diversion as clear as possible, but people may 
choose to use other local roads. 

 
The works have finished. Why have signs and barriers been left behind? 

Sometimes we need to leave sites with barriers around them so that new surfaces can finish drying 
off. Often our teams are scheduled to collect the signs at a later date. Occasionally we may leave 
signs behind by mistake, so if you do see them more than two weeks after we have finished give 
us a call and we will come and collect them. 

 

Tel: 0345 606 6171 Report it: www.suffolk.gov.uk/report-a-highways-problem 

http://www.suffolk.gov.uk/report-a-highways-problem

